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HIGHLIGHTING REQUIREMENTS

2 chunks of text that best showcase the 
author's bias (support and challenge)

OR

2 chunks of text that showcase the author's 
neutral tone (qualify) [1 chunk = support ;                 
1 chunk = challenge--labeled!]

The time has come to abolish the outdated, almost 
worthless, bothersome and wasteful penny. 

Quarters and dimes circulate; pennies disappear 
because they are literally more trouble than they 
are worth. 

only applies to the four written sources (not visuals)

chunk of text= 1-5 sentences
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HIGHLIGHTING REQUIREMENTS

1 chunk of text that showcases evidence or 
reasoning used to substantiate author's 
viewpoint/bias [support or challenge]

OR

2 chunks of text that showcase evidence or 
reasoning which could be used to support 
either bias (challenge or support--labeled!) 
[qualify]

Why is the U.S. among the last of the industrialized 
nations to abolish the peskiest little bits of coinage? 
At the G-8 summit next week, the Brits and the French 
-- even the French! -- who dumped their low-
denomination coins 30 years ago, will be laughing at our 
senseless jingling.
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HIGHLIGHTING REQUIREMENTS

A chunk of text that showcases an example of 
logos, ethos, or pathos [labeled]!

* there must be at least one example of each 
type throughout the four sources

There is no escaping economic history: it takes nearly 
a dime today to buy what a penny bought back in 1950. 
Despite this, the U.S. Mint keeps churning out a billion 
pennies a month. [logos]
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Note: 

You do not to need to highlight your data or image 
source (including appeals).

Provide a 2-3 sentence justification underneath your 
visual that explains why you believe that source is a 
challenge, support, or qualify source.
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Sample explanation for penny visual:

"We believe this image is a support source because of 
the patriotic images printed on the pennies. 

Images of President Lincoln, an admirable president, 
and the linking chain (representative of unity) all elicit 
positive connections in the viewer. 

Because these connections will make the viewer feel a 
sense of national pride, we believe it is an excellent 
source to showcase why the penny should be kept in 
circulation."
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